
States and TNCs: a relationship of unequals?

Are global corporations are undermining the power of nation states?

The spectre of manufacturing jobs disappearing overseas has long haunted developed
countries. The trend is now spooking even China. The “workshop of the world” is
seeing its vaunted textile production chains relocated to Bangladesh and other lower
cost countries as companies shift production bases to minimise costs.

Such a move, unthinkable just a few years back, demonstrates the difficulties facing
nation states in retaining the custom of transnational companies (TNCs). The
political and economic consequences of such fluidity are vast and raise the question
of whether the traditional power and role of states is being eroded.

The garment industry provides a visceral illustration of the challenges facing nation
states. Li Fung, the Hong Kong-based consumer goods sourcing company, reported a
52 per cent increase in its sourcing from Bangladesh in the first half of the year to
2011. While China remains for now the top supplier the future is likely to be
Bangladeshi.

Moreover such mobility is no longer restricted solely to low-cost, light industries
such as textiles or electronics. In December for instance Nissan, the Japanese
carmaker, announced it would increasingly shift production overseas to Thailand,
Mexico and China to mitigate the yen’s strength.Already Nissan is producing less
than 30 per cent of its cars in Japan. That even car manufacturing, which requires
significant sunk capital, responds so dynamically to changing economic conditions
starkly illustrates the fluidity modern TNCs are able to bring to bear on their
production lines today.

The speed of such migrations reflects the alacrity with which TNCs seek out cost
advantages. This characteristic conflicts with the very nature of the nation-states in
which they operate. Peter Dicken, an expert on globalisation, describes the
dichotomy thus: “TNCs wish to maximise their locational flexibility to take
advantage of geographical differences in the availability, quality and cost of
production inputs in serving their…markets.” Nation-states conversely, defined by
their geographical domains, want “to capture as much as possible of the value



created from production within their territories”, and chafe against such footloose
actions which can have enormous social, economic and political consequences.

To stave off the threat of such departures governments increasingly have to offer a
multitude of investment incentives, including tax breaks, infrastructure investment
and even lenient enforcement of regulatory and labour requirements.

Such a dynamic has stripped the state of its traditional influence. As John Stopford
and Susan Strange note, the freer flow of investment and knowledge that
globalisation creates means states today “find they cannot direct they can only
bargain.” This trend is ever-increasing as TNCs, increasingly aware of the strength of
their bargaining position, lobby for ever greater benefits.

The problem is particularly acute in service-based industries, due to their small asset
bases. In Britain the advertising group WPP moved its tax base to Dublin in 2008 in
revolt against Britain’s tax regime. Recent UK reforms has stoked talk that the
company might return to Britain but Martin Sorrell, WPP’s chief executive, has made
it clear this would only be on the group’s terms saying the reforms were “not quite far
enough in our case. We’re assessing what needs to be done and the Treasury is being
very responsive.” Britain’s biggest banks perpetually threaten to move abroad every
time the Government moots changing the regulatory landscape.

This state of affairs is certainly a long way from the vision of the philosopher Thomas
Hobbes who described the state as a leviathan wielding absolute sovereignty. Yet it
would be excessive to conclude the rise of TNCs has crippled the state. Rather there
is a mutual interdependence between nation states and global corporations.

For states “retain considerable negative power to disrupt, manage or destroy trade”.
[7] TNCs still negotiate rather than dictate their terms to states, and if the
relationship between the two has rebalanced itself away from states that is not to say
it is now violently tilted towards TNCs.

In reality our globalised world means no single actor acts independently. There is
instead constant interaction and compromise as each participant seeks to maximise
their benefits.

Other factors also restrain the power of TNCs. Global corporations – especially those
in heavy industries – are not as unfettered as is generally portrayed. Rather with
huge investments in sunk capital, supply chain infrastructure and local know-how
they are often relatively immobile.
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The booming Chinese city of Shenzen for instance initially grew using low-cost
labour producing low-grade products, for example electrical components. This
advantage has been supplanted by lower costs elsewhere in China and South-East
Asia as wages rise in Shenzen. However rather than abandon Shenzen, TNCs,
conscious of the enormous investment they already have in place there, are in the
process of moving their Shenzen operations up the value chain, utilising the
experience and infrastructure already in place to orient the area to higher value
production.

This also reflects the fact it too simplistic to characterise TNCs as solely cost-
focused, footloose and a-nationalistic. Instead considerable value is placed on factors
other than the bottom line when deciding where to locate production. A strong rule
of law, developed service industries, shared values, the quality of surroundings and a
multitude of other social and political factors impinge on a TNC’s decision and these
are all factors states can develop as part of their unique national competitive
advantage.

Finally there is evidence to suggest that many TNCs often do act preferentially
towards their home nation. Thus when Renault, a French carmaker, was required to
streamline its production lines in the late 1990s it shut its Belgian plant rather than
one in France. Martin Sorrell has expressed his regret at leaving Britain.

States in their dealings with TNCs have certainly struggled to impose themselves as
they once did. But this is not to say they have been completely marginalised by the
changing global flows and architecture. Rather there has been a rebalancing away
from absolute power for any one participant. The state remains an integral if troubled
influence on the world scene. Hobbes’ leviathan may have been tamed, but it
certainly has not been slain.
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